
Shooting in Monochrome (v1.0, 26/4/21) 
 

Remember - monochrome records the quantity of light, not its quality. 

Hints 
• If converting from colour (RAW preferably), you can translate different colours in the image to lighter or 

darker shades of grey by using advanced controls, for example making clouds stand out by reducing the 
effect that blue has.  

• With film you can use an orange or red filter to do this (a red filter can make the blue parts of a sky go 
completely black). 

• For skies, a polarizing filter can have a similar effect, blocking a proportion of the coherent light (waves 
all aligned the same way) that you get from a clear patch of sky whilst allowing light that has been 
scattered by clouds to get to the sensor.  

• Whether you use a filter or a polarizer you will lose as much as 3 stops of exposure. As an example, if 
the shutter speed should be 1/250th second at F16 with no filter, when you add a filter, you would need 
to increase the time the shutter is open, something like the shutter speeds below. You could of course 
change aperture, sensitivity, or a mixture of the three.  

o 8x RED filter (3 ‘stops’)   1/250th  @ F16 becomes 1/30 @ F16 

o 4x YELLOW filter (2 ‘stops’)   1/250th @ F16 becomes 1/60 @ F16 

o POLLARIZING filter (1.5–2.5 ‘stops’)  1/250th @ F16  becomes 1/90 – 1/45 @ F16 

• With TTL metering your camera will adjust the exposure for you but remember that this can affect the 
look of your image. (slower shutter speed – motion blur/camera shake; larger aperture – reduced depth 
of field; higher sensitivity – more noise in the image) so you may need to use one of the priority 
exposure methods, or even manual! 

Composition 
• Monochrome composition needs a different ‘eye’. Our eyes don’t see in monochrome (except in very 

low light) so composition is more difficult as colours may make you believe an image will be perceived 
differently. 

• Be aware of the effects of colours on your perception of the scene; red and blue are particularly strong 
(advancing colours); try and see the intensity. 

• Look for lines, contrasts and patterns that will stand out. Remember colour contrasts won’t work! 

• Use your camera’s convert to monochrome function to see what your image looks, then adjust your 
image (exposure, shooting position…). 

• Remember that you can influence the final image in editing! 

 

 


